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quality at CCL

approved factories
Manufacturers must complete a verification process consisting of a meticulous
questionnaire and thorough sampling of the material before approval. Our trained
auditors travel the globe to ensure factories meet strict quality standards.

testing procedures
Ingredients arriving at Cambridge Commodities are subject to thorough in-house
and external testing as required to ensure only the best quality product is released to
customers.

accredited facility
ISO class 8 cleanrooms; BRC Food 7; Informed-Sport registered site; ISO 9001:2008; ISO
14001; ISO 22000

At Cambridge Commodities we are dedicated to
providing customers with the highest quality nutritional
ingredients to make the best possible products. This
mission starts by ensuring that high standards are met
at every step in the supply chain, from origins within
approved factories to arrival at our warehouse, then
onto the customer to be manufactured into a finished
product.
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Our customers are at the heart of everything we do and
this informs every stage of our internal processes, from
communication between departments to operational
procedures. We work together with our customers
to achieve deadlines and supply trusted, quality
ingredients.

technical documents
CoAs are available for all products and can be downloaded via the Cambridge
Commodities website.
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meet the quality team
Dr Hannah Pritchard
Quality Manager

Phil Barnhill
Quality Manager

I oversee all areas of the quality
department, ensuring that the highest
quality standards are met and
customer requirements are exceeded
at every stage. I am focused on
supplier approvals, maintaining BRC
standards and meeting regulatory
and legal requirements.

With over 20 years’ experience in
the food industry, I am responsible
for product approval and supply
chain management at CCL. As a
qualified lead auditor, I spend a lot
of time auditing suppliers at home
and abroad. I manage our FEMAS
accreditation, ensuring we are
compliant with the FEMAS Standard.

QA Team

Analytical Team

The quality assurance team help with technical
and regulatory queries, from support with approval
questionnaires to providing advice on the latest legislation
changes and regulatory affairs.

The analytical team undertake laboratory tests and
analysis to support scientific investigations including FTIR,
moisture, bulk density and mesh testing.

Our QA team help to maintain the high standard of our
products, service and quality processes.

Product Development Team

QC Team

Our knowledgeable product development team is
passionate about the industries that we work in and can
help to provide nutritional support and regulatory advice.

The quality control team handle documents and issue
CoAs, specifications and technical dossiers, ensuring
that these are accurate and issued on time to meet
deadlines.

The team can formulate products to bespoke requirements
and advise on label claims.
Justine Banas
Assistant Quality Manager

Richard Cecil
Assistant Quality Manager

I have over 10 years’ experience in
quality and I am focused on ensuring
our products and processes meet high
standards for our customers.

With a degree in Business
Management and Marketing, and
over 10 years’ experience within the
food industry, I advise on technical,
production, environmental and
health & safety queries to assist CCL’s
customers.

My background in microbiology
means I can offer scientific knowledge
and insight to customer enquiries.
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Testing is carried out on every batch of product that arrives
in our warehouse before being released.

Customer Care Team
The customer care team is dedicated to building
relationships with our clients and constantly strives to
anticipate specific requirements.
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new supplier and material approvals
We endeavour to source any ingredient on request and
have procedures in place to ensure that new suppliers
and materials meet our stringent quality standards.
New manufacturers must complete a verification
process to become accredited. The process consists of
a meticulous questionnaire and thorough sampling of
the material before approval.
The raw material questionnaire is a comprehensive
assessment of the product with the primary aim of
proving that what we’re buying from the supplier is
the promised material. It also ensures that the product
complies with legislation and includes questions
of sourcing, processing, allergens, site information,
possible contaminants, GMO and BSE/TSE status
among others.
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Samples of new materials are obtained from suppliers
and are thoroughly checked using a variety of methods
including FTIR and external testing before they are
approved as a stock item.
The verification process ensures that we have all of
the information needed to properly understand the
product which allows us to provide a fully detailed
technical dossier.
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Every batch of product that arrives in our warehouse is subject to FTIR testing. This provides us with a
chemical fingerprint of the material to confirm the chemical structure of the product is as expected.
The following graph displays an FTIR investigation. It shows the spectrophotometric response of a product
with different strengths of caffeine.
The result shows that at a higher concentration of caffeine, the absorbance increases. It is also visible that
despite the differences in concentration, the inflection peaks remain stable, showing us the samples are
all caffeine.
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Product received
at Goods In

QC Inspector

All materials we receive into our warehouse undergo
strict quality testing regardless of whether it is a new
stock item or a reordered product.

• Takes samples
• Magnet check for contamination
• Checks visually against CoA
• Checks visually against retained
sample
• Checks mesh size if it looks different
• FTIR check for batch consistency

Record QC
approval

Our Goods In area has an ISO Class 8 sampling lab
where two samples are taken from every batch.

positive release
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Samples are taken to the lab where they are checked
against the retained sample by FTIR analysis and
organoleptic testing. This testing is to ensure that each
batch remains within the quality tolerances of 95-98%
depending on the material. Deviations from this are
quarantined for further investigation and possible
rejection.
Other testing, including mesh and bulk density testing,
is carried out when required.

Store retained sample

Pass

Fail

Product approved for
sale

Quarantine and
investigation
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repack process
Raw materials
stored in warehouse
racking

Our cleanroom facilities and material handling
processes align with good manufacturing principles.
This allows us to repack raw materials into smaller
quantities with the assurances that integrity is
maintained.
ISO Class 8 standard cleanrooms provide an
environment that controls airborne particulate
contamination. Air locks allow clean product flow
from the warehouse, into and out of the cleanroom.
Instant access CoAs are available on our website to
allow customers to immediately use the documents
they require upon delivery of the product.

Order placed
<25kg

Product picked for
repacking

Repacked in
cleanroom

Moved to Goods Out
and checked against
picking list

Goods loaded
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regulatory and technical support
Our friendly, efficient quality team is customer focused
and dedicated to providing full technical and nutritional
support.

environmental impact
zero waste to landfill

Quality control and quality assurance teams work very
closely with sales and purchasing, and liaise directly
with customers to solve queries promptly.
The considerable knowledge and experience of our
staff means that they can provide direct customer
support for:
• Product labelling
• EU legislation
• EFSA claims
• Product information
• Material approvals
• Complaint investigations
• Technical dossiers
• Specifications
• CoAs

anaerobic digestion of product
and kitchen waste

recycling programme

energy efficient HQ
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quality accreditations and memberships
ISO 9001:2008

ISO 22000

Informed-Sport

Soil Association Organic

BRC Food 7

FEMAS

ISO 9001:2008 is an internationally
recognised
standard
for
quality
management. This standard helps to
ensure that customers receive consistent,
good quality products and services.

ISO 22000 is an international standard
that defines the requirements of a food
safety management system covering all
organisations in the food chain from “farm
to fork”. It is based on Hazard Analysis and
Critical Control Point (HACCP) as the main
tool for identifying risks and their associated
controls.

Cambridge Commodities was the first
nutritional ingredient supplier to achieve
Informed-Sport site registration in the UK.
Informed-Sport is a testing programme
which is designed to analyse supplements
and their ingredients for inadvertent
contamination with substances prohibited
in sport. Being Informed-Sport registered
means that our site has been tested to
show that it has appropriate controls in
place to minimise cross contamination with
banned substances.

We have Organic status with approval from
both DEFRA and The Soil Association for a
number of products. This lengthy process
involves obtaining organic certificates and
detailed information from manufacturers,
ensuring packaging is food grade and
proving all compound ingredients in
products are organic.

The BRC Global Standard for Food Safety
Issue 7 sets the benchmark for best practice
in food manufacture.

FEMAS helps to maintain the protection of
animals that consume the feed ingredients
and the humans who consume products
derived from these animals. In order to
comply, a thorough audit and inspection
by an independent certification body must
take place, showing compliance with both
Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point
(HACCP) and Good Operating Practice
procedures.

ISO 14001
ISO 14001 means having a system in
place to help us manage our impact on
the environment. This can be through
reducing the amount of waste we put
into landfill or by reducing the amount of
electricity we use. People are also part
of the environment and they need to be
protected too, through proper health and
safety protocol when dealing with products
or being safe in the warehouse.

ISO 9001
REGISTERED
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Kosher
Kosher certification requires a partnership
with a respected rabbi who will act as a
guide for how kosher products should be
made. In order for a product to be certified,
it must adhere to strict manufacturing and
packaging rules throughout its production.

ISO 14001
REGISTERED

Halal
Halal certification requires all food,
equipment, storage and manufacturing
processes to be cleansed according to
Islamic law. Cambridge Commodities
has a number of ingredients that are
approved by The Halal Trust.

Sedex
Sedex is home to one of the world’s largest
collaborative platform for buyers, suppliers
and auditors to store, share and report on
information quickly and easily. The platform
is used by more than 40,000 members in
over 150 countries to manage performance
around labour rights, health & safety, the
environment and business ethics.

Issue 7 focuses on implementation of good
manufacturing processes, in particular,
labelling and packaging. Another key
focus is support for quality management
systems as well as Hazard Analysis and
Critical Control Point (HACCP) based food
safety programmes.

All major products we sell to the animal
industries
are
FEMAS
accredited.
Furthermore, our site operates a NOPS
awareness policy to minimise the risk of
cross contamination.

FDA number: 16806073982

Registered Site
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Cambridge

Commodities Ltd
Lancaster Way Business Park, Ely
Cambridgeshire, CB6 3NX
+44 (0)1353 667258
info@c-c-l.com

www.c-c-l.com

